NOBEL
Explosive.   Projectiles.
Contrivance for neutralising the recoil in firearms.—To the end
of the muzzle is fixed a small tubo, whoso front end is closed, but
which communicates with tho barrel. Into this tube a small
charge of guncotton or some similar explosive is inserted, this
charge being ignited by the (lame from the charge in the cartridge,
as the bullet passes the communicating channel between the barrel
and the tube in question* The explosion of (he charge in the tube
produces a recoil opposite to that produced by the cartridge, the
two recoils neutralising one another.
Two provisional patents not proceeded with.
Explosive,   Fuses.
Improvement in explosive shells.—A special fuse is introduced
from the nose of the shell into the main charge, consisting of a steel
tube containing powder, which is fired by the impact of the shell,
and in turn causes the main charge to explode. By suitably
adjusting the charge in the fuse, the main explosion can be delayed
to meet any requirements, c>f>.t in order to give the shell time
first to pierce protective armour of varying thickness.
Improved detonators.—The detonating charge consists of collodion
cotton, dissolved in acetone, with tho addition of mtro-glycerine,
and finely ground picrato of potash and chlorates of potash, which
mixture, after the evaporation of the. acetone, is ground into
minute grains, about three thousand to ten thousand grains per
gramme* The charge is fitted into pear«shap<id or bottle-shaped
cases built for the purpose, with a neck narrowed to fit the fuse,
For military purposes, when more powerful detonation is required,
the charge may be increased in amount, arid an ordinary fulminate
of mercury cap with half a gramme of fulminate inserted.
Safety explosive.—This contains copper ammonium nitrate, with
a very strong detonator to discharge it. It is principally designed
for use in mines containing coal-dust or other explosive mine gases.
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